1 Immigrant Youth Mental Health Promotion in Transnationalizing Societies

Introduction

As global migration trends continue into the 21st Century, the nursing profession must respond rapidly through research and practice in addressing the needs of transnationalizing societies. The changing demographic mosaic of multicultural and multiracial cities provides unique opportunities for nurses in the North and South to learn from each other. This paper is an attempt to contribute to the field of international nursing scholarship and partnership in mental health promotion. Through sharing lessons learned in mental health promotion research with youth in multicultural and immigrant-receiving settings in Canada, it is hoped that cross-learning between nursing scholars and practitioners in Brazil and Canada can be fostered.

2 Immigration patterns in Brazil and Canada

Due to their different migration histories, Brazil’s ethnoracial pluralistic societies have a longer-standing history compared to Canada. Although the migration histories and trends of newcomers to Brazil and Canada are distinct, immigration trends have resulted in societies with increasing diversities of peoples from different nations, races, and cultures.

Immigration into Brazil occurred mainly during the 19th Century and early 20th Century. Before this period, the country was composed basically of aboriginal peoples, Portuguese colonizers, and black slaves. Between 1882 and 1934 a total of 4.5 million immigrated to Brazil(1). Countries of origin included those from Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. With decreases in immigration rates from the 1930s onwards, Japanese immigrants were the only immigrant group that continued to arrive in large numbers in the 1930s(2). As the country with the largest Japanese immigrant population, Brazil has significant numbers of second generation (Nisei) and third generation (Sansei) descendants of immigrant Japanese(3).

In Canada, the source countries of immigrants have changed over the last decades. Less immigrants are from the traditional source countries and more are from recent source origins of migration to Canada(4). The United Kingdom and Italy are examples of traditional source countries. Among the more recent source countries, Asian origins are predominant among those who immigrated in the 1980s and 1990s(5). Immigrant children and youth comprise a significant number of newcomers to Canada. For example, between 1996 and 1998, approximately 230,000 immigrant children and youth arrived in Canada(6). Therefore, as immigration policies continue to attract new immigrants into Canada, it is necessary for the nursing profession in Canada to consider how to best meet the health promotion needs of its immigrant youth.

3 Youth and mental health promotion

The period of adolescence has long been recognized as paramount in identity formation and psychosocial development. From a mental health perspective, in the post-industrial context of North America, the period entails its unique psychosocial challenges and resiliencies. Among immigrant youth, because of their unique migratory and resettlement experiences in a new country of residence, this period in development is coupled with distinct post-migration circumstances compared to mainstream youth.

A mental health promotion perspective recognizes the competencies and challenges of individuals within the context of their everyday lives and available systems resources(6,7). Thus in nursing research and practice with youth, in addition to providing a systems-based understanding of youth’s vulnerabilities, a mental health promotion perspective allows for an understanding of their strengths. A positive view of youth may help shift the conception of adolescence beyond what Lamb(8) considered to be stereotyped ideas of victims and victimization that hold sway in developmental psychology, so that scholars could focus on the nature of successful development and the positive psychology of youth(9). The learning gained would contribute to the positive mental health movement, which focuses on enhancing the positive aspects of daily functioning through efforts directed from the individual to the community levels(10).

In our research with immigrant youth, we have applied a mental health promotion perspective alongside with participatory action research approaches(11,12). In these community-based studies, we have interpreted the findings in light of the youth’s competencies and available systems resources (or barriers to) in Canada, the resettlement society. For example, in our study of newcomer female in English as Second Language Classes(11), we discussed our findings in terms of individual outcomes (such as self-esteem and self-concept) as well as recognizing the importance of relationships (parents and peers) on the youth. We considered the significant language barriers faced by the youth and the barriers by their parents due to underemployment or experiences of discrimination. In line with a mental health promotion perspective, the 15 policy recommendations emerging from the study were not limited to the health care system. The recommendations addressed the following systems: education, health and social services, and resettlement services(11).

4 Conclusion

A mental health promotion perspective has particular relevance in nursing research, policy, and practice in transnationalizing societies. In this paper we have considered the perspective in relation to work with immigrant youth in Canada. We argue that a mental health promotion approach pays heed to the intersectionalities of youth’s individual strengths and vulnerabilities in connection with systemic support systems or barriers. In our work we have considered the intersectionality of gender, life stage, cultural, migrant and racialized status on mental health promotion in multicultural settings(13). However, we posit that both a mental health promotion, and the increasingly popular concept of intersectionalities of influence(14), can have relevance to transnationalizing societies elsewhere. We believe that the approach creates new opportunities for community-based mental health nursing in diverse societies and allows for mutual learning across North-South and East-West borders.
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